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Some man lifts up his hands and you may wonder what it holds. Some
treasure full of gold or fancy jewels. But, more im-
portant than the plunder is the wonder that it holds that
fills you with more magic than you ever thought you knew. It
fils you with more magic than you ever thought you knew. A

spark inside your mind is lit by seeing the impossible. And

now you'll find that nothing's writ and you'll do the impossible. And

some day lying old in bed you'll think back to that word he said. Too
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many syllables to count while scarves and rabbits all poured out. It

dances in your mind like some kind of incantation. And

tell us what the word was? Prestidigitation!
It's a small man-uev - but quickly proves, in the proper hands, it'll make you rich! A bait and switch, a bait and switch, a bait and switch, a bait and switch, casts a spell on me. 
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pall around subsistence that existence feels like a fading mist. No

man can blame this world without a heart that's forged in steel. But

lives of quiet desperation call us on. But

tell me what the fear is when we learn that nothing's real. That
knowledge gives us courage to face the Great Beyond. And

courage that compels us into a great response. And

tower of imagination fractures all reality. And

shadow of this mortal coil is nothing but a fallacy. And
from this simple trick we teach that greatness comes from mountains move. And

go to man who doomed to dare, produce a hat and? ? ? Take the

everyday then, on the script, a copper pipe a? ? pit and

turn it into a? ? ? the bait and switch! The bait and switch!